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Among the youngest of the prestigious IIM family, the Indian Institute of Management Sirmaur is
making significant leaps in growth and development. Maintaining the IIM legacy, the institute is
committed to delivering quality education, training, and research in management studies. IIM Sirmaur
is focused on developing indigenous knowledge and practices in an enabling environment. Located
amidst the serene Himalayan range and on the banks of river Yamuna, IIM Sirmaur has forayed into
Tourism and Hospitality Management. The Institute is committed towards seamless integration of
management education with local and global aspirations while remaining mindful of the fact that
management education is not just about seeking the most competitive employment opportunities, but
also about securing socioeconomic concerns. 

Considering the industry’s growing relevance due to its capability of bridging economic growth with
social and cultural development IIM Sirmaur has launched the sectoral MBA programme in Tourism
and Hospitality Management. The institute aims to significantly contribute by offering bright and highly
motivated minds to the Tourism and Hospitality industry. These conscious young minds carry
knowledge and experience owing to their diverse backgrounds and qualifications, selected via a
rigorous process. Given their keenness to pursue sector specific education, it can conveniently be
inferred that they are eager to make positive contributions in their chosen field and possess genuine
desire to be a part of the overall growth of the country. The curriculum is invigorating and aims at
transforming young minds into responsible professionals capable of adapting to the ever-changing
world. Equipped with this unique combination of practical skills and the latest methods of learning, we
believe that our students are bound to be invaluable assets for the organisations.



-VISION-
 

“To be a globally respected institution for management
excellence.”

 

-MISSION-
 

“To develop and foster professionals with competencies in
creating and leading future-oriented solutions for sustainable

growth adhering to the highest standards of ethical and human
aspects of work in Himachal Pradesh, India, and the world.”



The Summer Placement Drive for the MBA (T&HM) 2021-23 batch witnessed participation
from over 30 companies, bringing multiple offers to the table with the highest stipend
standing at 1.2 Lakhs. 50 students, comprising 27% females made their way to famous
corporate houses.

The batch testified justice to its sector specialization by having contributed trained talent
of the Tourism and Hospitality industry with legacy recruiters like the Indian Hotels
Company (IHCL), The Lalit Hotels Palaces and Resorts, IHG Hotels and Resorts, and the
Radisson Group. Other game-changing and disruptive firms like goSTOPS, Tata Power,
and Decathlon found purpose in engaging with us, scouting for viable talent, along with
Governmental organizations like the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and Punjab Tourism. 

The Himalayan IIM notes its deepest appreciation to our far-reaching employer lattice,
alumni, and corporate leaders that have played crucial roles in crafting this novel
achievement.
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